
WEBCON BPS 2022 R1

history of changes for version 2022.1.1.53

Before upgrading WEBCON BPS

Make sure that WEBCON BPS licenses are up to date. It is recommended to refresh licenses
before upgrading the system to avoid any unnecessary downtime.

If the changelog contains a section titled “Changes to existing features”, please verify whether
the changes will impact your implemented system in any way.

Changes to existing features

[General]

Changes have been made to JSApp due to removing support for Internet Explorer. 

Extended the size of the *_CreatedBy and *_Updated by columns to 255 characters. This
change affected the columns in the following tables:
- Substitutions
SUB_CreatedBy
SUB_UpdatedBy
- Automations
AUTM_CreatedBy
AUTM_UpdatedBy
- AutomationParameters
AUTP_CreatedBy
AUTP_UpdatedBy



- HistoryImportDatas
IMPHD_CreatedBy
IMPHD_UpdatedBy
- HistoryImportEntities
IMPHE_CreatedBy
IMPHE_UpdatedBy

Bug fixes

[Portal]

Fixed an issue that caused e-mails added as attachments to get added as text files (.txt)
instead of Outlook Items (.msg). Dragging and dropping an e-mail from MS Outlook into the
attachment area should now add an attachment in the correct format.

Fixed a validation error when trying to set a substitution on your behalf. The error occurred if
the "Superior for subordinates" option was unchecked in the substitutions configuration. 

[Designer Studio]

Optimized the save process. The improvement in efficiency should be noticeable with a large
number of form fields.

Fixed an error that occurred when trying to delete one of the previously cloned paths in the step
configuration (the "Paths" tab).

Fixed an issue with global rules that would sometimes prevent process documentation from
being generated correctly.

[Form fields]

Pasting into a 'Multiple lines of text' form field in rich mode should not carry over the
background color from where the text was copied.

[Actions]

Fixed an "Object reference not set to an instance of an object" error when invoking the "Invoke
REST Web Service" action. The error appeared when trying to map the target field (form field).

Fixed an error in the "Add a barcode" action. "Evaluation Error" was displayed in the generated
PDF document instead of the barcode. 




